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Number Image Plant 
Introduced 

by 
Description 

1 

 

Cuphea 
Sweet Talk 
Lavender 
Splash 

Ball 
Horticulture 

Cuphea Sweet Talk Lavender Splash is a real solution for 
consumers staying floriferous and colourful all summer long. A 
garden winner in a hot dry summer as this variety thrives under 
these conditions but grows equally well in a normal British 
summer – a real climate change winner and star performer when 
there is a hosepipe ban! Pollinators love Sweet Talk too as this 
plant is rich in nectar and a real attraction for bees and 
butterflies, turning you’re the home garden into a really healthy 
environment for beneficial insects! This is just one of three 
striking colours in the new Sweet Talk series of Cuphea. 

2 

 

Cuphea 
Sweet Talk 
Deep Pink 

Ball 
Horticulture 

Cuphea Sweet Talk Deep Pink is a real solution for consumers 
staying floriferous and colourful all summer long. A garden 
winner in a hot dry summer as this variety thrives under these 
conditions but grows equally well in a normal British summer – a 
real climate change winner and star performer when there is a 
hosepipe ban! Pollinators love Sweet Talk too as this plant is rich 
in nectar and a real attraction for bees and butterflies, turning 
you’re the home garden into a really healthy environment for 
beneficial insects! This is just one of three striking colours in the 
new Sweet Talk series of Cuphea. 

3 

 

  

 

Cuphea 
Sweet Talk 
Red 

Ball 
Horticulture 

Cuphea Sweet Talk Red is a real solution for consumers staying 
floriferous and colourful all summer long. A garden winner in a 
hot dry summer as this variety thrives under these conditions but 
grows equally well in a normal British summer – a real climate 
change winner and star performer when there is a hosepipe ban! 
Pollinators love Sweet Talk too as this plant is rich in nectar and a 
real attraction for bees and butterflies, turning you’re the home 
garden into a really healthy environment for beneficial insects! 
This is just one of three striking colours in the new Sweet Talk 
series of Cuphea. 

4 

  

Nemesia 
Lady Zara 

Ball 
Horticulture 

The Lady™ series is one of the first Nemesia series to come into 
flower in the spring and flowers throughout summer without 
setting seed, so no need for dead-heading. Lady Zara is 
outstanding planted alone but looks equally impressive when 
used in a combination planting. The plant is freely branching, 
highly floriferous, does not stretch and is designed to create a 
shapely plant in the garden continues yet continues to grow 
whilst covered in continuous bloom. Height and spread 25-30cm 
(10-12”) 

5 

 

Begonia 
Hula™ Red 

Ball 
Horticulture 

Hula™ is the world’s first spreading Begonia from seed and being 
daylength neutral is also the earliest interspecific hybrid Begonia 
to flower in the spring. Hula is highly branched, it spreads and 
trails, filling hanging baskets, mixed containers and the garden 
border fast with a blanket of high-impact colour from its petite 
flowers. Begonia Hula™ Red is a bright red colour and cannot be 
missed in this brand-new five coloured a series. There is little to 
no maintenance needed with this self-cleaning variety which 
makes it super-super easy for gardeners! Snails stay far away 
from your Begonia Hula™, a perfect product, all season long. 
Height: 25-41cm (10-16"), spread: 30-36cm (12-14") 

8 

 

Granvia 
Glace White 

MNP 
Flowers 

Wow ! another winner from the Granvia stable, the crispy touch ! 
Huge paper like flowers smother this plant throughout the 
season, an amazing plant for pots or directly planted into the 
garden. The bees & butterflies love Granvia & children will love 
touching these crispy paper flowers. Blooms can be cut & dried. A 
real easy plant to grow & care for. 



9 
 

Petunia 
Trailing Big 
Pink 

MNP 
Flowers 

Lovely large pastel pink flowers adorn this plant all season long. 
True classic Surfinia habit, strong, robust & easy to grow make 
this a perfect plant for pots, tubs or baskets.  Great weather 
tolerance.  

10 
Petunia 
Trailing Hot 
Pink Cherry 

MNP 
Flowers 

Beautiful hot pink cherry veined flowers smother this plant all 
season long, a great addition to the existing classic hot salmon & 
hot pink. Real true Surfinia weather tolerance & vigour make this 
plant perfect for pots, planters or baskets. 

11 
Petunia 
Trailing Big 
Red 

MNP 
Flowers 

A really great new introduction into the No 1 selling Petunia 
brand “Surfinia”. Huge vibrant red flowers smother the plant all 
season long, robust, strong & great weather tolerance,  this new 
red Surfinia is a truly great addition into the classic trailing range. 
Easy to & care for this is new red is perfect to pots, planters or 
baskets.  

13 

 

Sundaville 
Mandevilla 
Double 
Blush Pink 

MNP 
Flowers 

The worlds first true Double Mandaville, stunning double blush 
pink flowers smother this plant from early Spring throughout the 
summer until autumn arrives. Although this is a tender plant it is 
very happy growing outside during the summer months to give a 
real tropical feel to the patio ! A superb pot plant & summer 
garden plant that climbs & twines up any support it is given. Bring 
it inside in the autumn to use as a house plant and see it grow 
bigger & better year on year. 

14 

 

Petunia 
Bridal Blush 

Kerley & Co 

NEW for 2024 Petunia Designer Bridal Blush – This very free 
flowering new Petunia has a lovely habit for hanging baskets and 
the edges of pots. Flowers are large with ruffled edge 
overlapping petals, white, blushed pink with a dusky vein and 
large dark centres. Blooms and remarkably weather resistant 
especially given their petal size and the plant is also tolerant of 
cold and mildew. A stunning new development in Petunia 
breeding, bringing all the strengths from the best of the genus 
and overcoming many of the issues of traditional varieties. Like 
all Petunias, grows well in full sun or partial shade. Dead head, 
feed and water regularly to extend flowering period over the 
summer. 

15 

 

Petunia 
Tumbelina 
Nicola 

Kerley & Co 

The latest member to join the Tumbelina family, the flower type 
is best described as an open double, with a unique colour 
combination of magenta and white outer petals with deep 
coloured centres and shows good weather tolerance. Perfect for 
planting in hanging baskets and patio pots where they can 
tumble over the edges. Thrive in either full sun or part shade, 
flowering for over six months, until the first frost in November. 
Its compact habit yet prolific outdoor flowering makes this ‘must 
have’ in every summer garden.  

17 

 

Lily Sabor 
Marshland 
Flower 
Bulbs  

Over the last decade or so Lily hybridisers have introduced many 
new hybrid crosses. This  new double variety epitomises all the 
fantastic improvements that they have achieved during that time 
with one major additional characteristic, that this new generation 
is totally pollen free. It carries up to 8 flower buds even from 
small sized bulbs. As the large buds develop they change from 
green to pink making them very attractive even before the the 
first flower opens. As the large flowers open revealing layers of 
petals reminiscent of Roses. NO POLLEN is produced during the 
life of the flower. Giving it many advantages 1. A longer flowering 
period; 2. No staining of blooms; 3. No mess;  4. Safe for Cats 

18 

 

Lily 
Accolade 

Marshland 
Flower 
Bulbs  

This unique double pollen free has stunning blooms that when 
grown in the border or pot produces pink and white flowers. 
Under trial last year Linda Clark‘s  comments were:- “This is my 
absolute favourite. It is beautiful in every way, and looks like 
someone has actually hand-painted the petals. I particularly like 
the way the flower heads seem to be layered, rather than just a 



long stem with the heads at the top. The fragrance is great too, 
especially when we sit outside on the patio in the evenings.” 

19 

 

Lily  King 
Solomon 

Marshland 
Flower 
Bulbs  

This Lily beetle resistant variety has shown total resistance to the 
Lily beetle over the last three growing seasons. It’s a very easy 
variety to grow due to its high vigour and strong green foliage.  A 
truly dazzling bi-colour Oriental Lily. Elegant large sized flowers 
measuring up to 25cm in diameter that provide a stunning eye-
catching display to your garden. Sweetly scented – Lilium King 
Solomon exhibits a soft sweet scent to provide a beautiful 
fragrance to your garden and outside living area. Easy to grow - 
highly vigorous and easy to grow. King Solomon is renowned for 
its luscious dark green foliage and will provide a top quality 
display in varying conditions and soil types. Can be grown in 
either Patio Pots or Garden Boarders. Lilium King Solomon is a 
true perennial and bulbs will bulk up to provide continued 
flowering year after year.  

20 

 

Sunflower 
Red Desire 

Simon 
Crawford/B
urpee 

Sunflower Red Desire A truly stunning, compact red sunflower, 
with an attractive dark foliage. Perfect for the garden and patio 
pots, this variety flowers for a period of 8-10 weeks. 

21 Basil Batik 
Simon 
Crawford/B
urpee 

Fragrant Thai basil with stunning burgundy flower spikes. This 
singularly attractive plant yields an extended harvest of aromatic 
leaves ready to flavour soups, salads, curries and even ice cream. 
With significant cold tolerance 'Batik' flowers late in the season, 
but the autumn show is worth the wait. 

22 Ipomea Tutu 
Simon 
Crawford/B
urpee 

Tutu is the perfect companion for our Morning Glory 'Party 
Dress'. A spectacular introduction for 2023 Tutu combines early 
flowering with a long season performance, blooming from June 
to September. The light pink, semi-double flowers are attractively 
marked with light-magenta blotches. Ideal for plantings on a 
trellis or fence to provide an explosion of summer colour.  

23 

 

Tomato 
Black Moon 

Simon 
Crawford/B
urpee 

The combination of outstanding taste and texture make this 
variety a special teat’ The wonderfully complex flavour of this 
tomato even beats the legendary “Sungold” during taste tests at 
Burpee’s Fordhook Farm/ Fruits have a firm and juicy texture but 
dripless interiors. ‘Black Moon’ sets a new standard in black 
fruited tomatoes 

25 

 

Tomato 
Toddler 

Simon 
Crawford/B
urpee 

One of the most elegant tomatoes we have bred. ‘Toddler’ bears 
exceptionally well proportioned trusses with around 12-16 mid-
sized cocktail tomatoes on each truss. The crack resistant fruit 
are exceptionally tasty with Brix levels of around 10% and a 
pleasing acid tang. The exceptional disease resistance package 
will help provide trouble-free production all season long. 

26 

 

Rose Peter's 
Persica 

Wharton's 
Roses 

Seen for the first time last year, but launched as a new variety 
and available for sale from this autumn. Peter's Persica was 
selected as an outstanding variety at rose grower chris warner's 
trial grounds in 2021 and named in his honour. This new climbing 
Persica hybrid is a vibrant yellow with a red eye, repeat flowering 
patio climber. It's compact habit means it could be grown in a 
large pot up a trellis or obelisk or could be trained over a low wall 
or fence.  



27 

 

 Cherry 
Felicita® 

FP 
Matthews 

Felicita® is a new self-fertile cherry. Ripening mid-season in early 
July this cherry is very large and produces high yields from an 
early age. The fruit is bigger than most cherries, a very dark red, 
firm, crunchy and juicy with a sweet, aromatic, true cherry taste. 
Grafted on Gisela 5 to produce a naturally dwarf tree, this cherry 
can be grown in a patio pot as well as in an open setting. Very 
disease resistant and the perfect choice for gardeners that would 
like superior quality fruit in their gardens. No pollinating partner 
is necessary and the flowers are attractive to bees and other 
pollinating insects. If the fruit is not harvested it can also be left 
as a natural bird feeder. 

28 

 

Prunus 
Starlight® 

FP 
Matthews 

Prunus Starlight® has exceptionally attractive and unusual pure 
white star shaped flowers (similar to Magnolia stellata). The 
flower type is a great innovation in plant breeding unlike any 
Prunus to come before it and is a stunning floral display against a 
spring blue sky. It’s profuse flowering habit in late March often 
extends well into April. A strong growing tree that will do well in 
all soil types and regions of the UK. Glossy foliage and graceful 
habit. Height at 10 years approx 3 - 4m  

29 

 

Clematis 
Tumaini 

Guernsey 
Clematis 

A beautiful light violet large flower with a complimentary dark 
pink bar. The centre of the flower holding deep red cropped 
anthers. Flower size is 10 to 12cm in diameter. The first flush of 
flowers appear in late April and build in quantity throughout May 
and June. A second, smaller flush will be produced in September. 
Being compact in habit and extremely free-flowering, lends it to 
being the perfect plant for growing in a container or supported in 
the front of border. Height, 90-120cm. Prune back to 15cm to 
strong buds in February. 

30 

 

Agapanthus 
orientalis 
'Black Jack' 

Allensmore 
(Fairweathe
rs Hilltop 
Nurseries) 

Inky buds open to reveal intense violet-black rounded 
flowerheads, packed densely with individual florets. Dark 
vigorous evergreen leaves. Evergrren perennial. Hardy to -10˚C. 
Suitable for growing in pots.  

33 

 

Fuchsia 
cultivars 
Leonita SD 
Rose-White 

Volmary 
New addition to the Leonita series, which stands for early 
flowering Fuchsia varieties suitable for premium containers and 
hanging baskets. 

34 

 

Lantana 
camara 
Evita® Fire 

Volmary 

New addition to our successful Lantana series Evita®. Clusters of 
vivd coloured flowers from June to October. Very popular with 
pollinators. Compact and easy to grow, making it an ideal tub 
plant. A tender perennial so will need winter protection or treat 
as a summer annual. 

35 

 

Fuchsia 
cultivars 
Leonita SD 
Blush-Violet 

Volmary 
New addition to the Leonita series, which stands for early 
flowering Fuchsia varieties suitable for premium containers and 
hanging baskets. 

36 

 

Coreopsis 
verticillata 
Chorasan 
Burgundy & 
White 

Volmary 

New variety to the Corasan-series with larger flowers blooming 
all  
summer long. Mildew tolerance.  
The variety is suitable for laerger pots and containers 

38 
Dianthus 
Morello Star 

Whetmans 

A compact hardy dianthus flowering at 15cm with a profusion of 
striking deep maroon single flowers dappled with an attractive 
white pattern borne over compact grey/green foliage. It will 
flower from May to September and attracts insects and bees. 

39 

 

Dianthus 
Sugar Coral 

Whetmans 

From our award winning hardy Scent First® range comes Sugar 
Coral PBR with wonderfully deep coral wavy petals edged with 
white on dark grey green compact foliage. Insect friendly and 
highly scented, flowering at 28cm from May to September, ideal 
for pots or your border. 



40 

 

Dianthus 
Sugar 
Raspberry 

Whetmans 

From our award winning hardy Scent First® range comes a sister 
plant of Sugar Coral PBR , Sugar Raspberry PBR .   A profusion of 
beautiful raspberry 2 tone wavy petals with dark crimson buds 
that are a great feature over compact grey/green foliage. Insect 
friendly and highly scented, flowering at 28cm from May to 
September, ideal for pots or your border. 

41 

 

Rose  Andre 
Rieu 

New Leaf 
Plants 

Inspired by André Rieu’s superb music that touches the heart, we 
created a rose with intense red flowers and a strong, refreshing 
fragrance. Fragrant notes of lemon, orange and mint with a 
musky base give this rose an irresistible, refreshing, gentle 
fragrance. This beautiful rose with a graceful form and intense 
red-pink colour will enrich any garden regardless of its style and 
size. It blooms intensively and the double, vivid red flowers with 
huge number of petals really take your breath away. It is quite a 
healthy plant and does not require any special maintenance. The 
rose is nature’s ultimate art and a perfect partner to music. 

42 

 

Rose Pure 
Aroma 

New Leaf 
Plants 

Rose Pure AromaTM boasts the characteristic warm, deep pink 
color of the petals. Its full flowers form large clusters, and the 
strong branches with healthy, dark green leaves make this rose 
ideal for rich bouquets of luxurious fragrance. Elegant, full 
blooms release a powerful floral-fruity scent as a unique blend of 
raspberry, lemon, bergamot and sweet fennel. It is a medium-
sized shrub, suitable for luxurious rose gardens or flower beds in 
combination with silver-leaved perennials. It blooms throughout 
the season and attracts bees and butterflies. Their divine 
perfume scent will turn any sunny garden into a heavenly oasis of 
fragrance and beauty in times to come 

43 

 

Rose Adore 
Aroma 

New Leaf 
Plants 

Rose Adore Aroma™ will enrich your garden with its beautiful, 
seductive bright purple flowers and long stems. The striking 
colour and multi-flowered habitus make this rose perfect for 
landscaping. It combines well with roses of similar growth, but 
also with medium-sized perennials. This rose can also be grown 
in pots where it forms a compact, round appearance. Fragrant 
notes of mint, grapefruit, orange and coniferous resin give this 
rose a refreshing, pleasant, medicinal, herbal scent. It forms a 
medium-sized bush that spreads a wonderful fragrance 
throughout the season. 

44 

 

Rose Unique 
Aroma 

New Leaf 
Plants 

This beautiful rose has an unusually strong floral fragrance 
dominated in top notes by the aroma of anise in combination 
with apple and lemon. Bright pink flowers that change to a soft, 
light pink during the season. It forms a strong bush of upright 
growth covered with rich clusters of flowers and spreads a 
wonderful fragrance to the surroundings throughout the season. 
As a compact medium-sized shrub it is perfect for planting in the 
middle of a flower bed or in smaller groups in a prominent place. 
It is also suitable as a potted plant for planting in larger pots.  



47 

 

Lavendula          
x intermedia 
Exceptional 

Hilliers 

Developed at Hillier Nurseries and exclusively launched this 
spring, Lavandula x intermedia ‘Exceptional’ (hillav) is the ideal, 
easy-to-grow, drought tolerant plant for the garden. ‘Exceptional’ 
has wonderful silver foliage on long stems that are brilliant for 
cutting and a rich aroma that attracts bees and butterflies alike. 
This unique hybrid is particularly hardy and holds its bright silver 
foliage, making it attractive all winter. Strong, hardy, drought- 
and heat-resistant, well-branched and a long blooming period.  
This unique hybrid has broad, thick leaves that combine 
beautifully with the large, dense flower panicles with pure white 
flowers that spread a fragrance adored by pollinators. With a 
remarkably strong root system and insensitivity to leaf- and root 
diseases, Exceptional is a one-of-a-kind Lavender that will 
continue to amaze with its performance. A great garden plant 
that will also thrive in patio containers or as a cut flower. 
Lavandula Exceptional is particularly hardy and flowers from mid-
summer into autumn. Exceptional grows up to 80 cm high and 
wide and prefers well-drained soil and a spot in (full) sun. This 
evergreen plant is hardy to -20 ºC. 

48 

 

Cordyline 
Magic Star 

Hilliers 

Launched for the first time in the UK, the unusual Cordyline 
‘Magic Star’ is a simple-to-grow, drought-tolerant foliage plant 
selected for its striking green and pink colouration. Bringing an 
exotic feel to any garden. The ‘Magic Star’ is an excellent feature 
plant, bringing an architectural feel to any mixed patio container. 
Planted alongside Dahlias and Crocosmia, the dramatic ‘Magic 
Star’ can create a bold and fiery display in the garden. 

49 
Geum 
Orange 
Pumpkin 

Hilliers 

Orange Pumpkin will take the market by storm with its vibrant 
orange, double, ruffled flowers. An innovative and truly unique 
flower shape. And the best is yet to come: Orange Pumpkin is a 
reblooming variety which will continuously flower from spring 
into early autumn, producing more flower stems than you’ve 
ever seen. The unique flower shape gives gardens a natural, 
breezy look from late spring to mid-autumn. The short internodes 
make Orange Pumpkin very compact, growing up to 40 - 50 cm 
high and 30 cm wide. It has a mound-forming habit with upright 
flower stems, making it the perfect fit for pond edges, natural 
gardens, cottage gardens, borders and containers. Plant Orange 
Pumpkin in well-drained, moist soil. Cut old stems back after 
flowering to stimulate more flowers. Orange Pumpkin thrives in 
full sun or partial shade and is hardy to -23 ºC. 

50 

 

Nemesia 
Melody Lilac 
Blue 

Hayloft 

A new series of fragrant Nemesia combining toughness with 
beauty! Mounding, well branched plants are great for pots and 
baskets. Exceptionally long flowering period, producing clouds of 
highly scented flowers continuously right through from March 
into the Autumn. Frost tolerant and bred to perform in the cold 
so can be overwintered.  RHS AGM Winner 

51 

 

Nemesia 
Melody 
Morello Ice 

Hayloft 

A new series of fragrant Nemesia combining toughness with 
beauty! Mounding, well branched plants are great for pots and 
baskets. Exceptionally long flowering period, producing clouds of 
highly scented flowers continuously right through from March 
into the Autumn. Frost tolerant and bred to perform in the cold 
so can be overwintered.  R 

52 

 

Nemesia 
Melody 
Raspberry 

Hayloft 

A new series of fragrant Nemesia combining toughness with 
beauty! Mounding, well branched plants are great for pots and 
baskets. Exceptionally long flowering period, producing clouds of 
highly scented flowers continuously right through from March 
into the Autumn. Frost tolerant and bred to perform in the cold 
so can be overwintered.   



53 

 

Nemesia 
Melody 
Swansong 

Hayloft 

A new series of fragrant Nemesia combining toughness with 
beauty! Mounding, well branched plants are great for pots and 
baskets. Exceptionally long flowering period, producing clouds of 
highly scented flowers continuously right through from March 
into the Autumn. Frost tolerant and bred to perform in the cold 
so can be overwintered.  

54 

 

Nemesia 
Melody Pink 

Hayloft 

A new series of fragrant Nemesia combining toughness with 
beauty! Mounding, well branched plants are great for pots and 
baskets. Exceptionally long flowering period, producing clouds of 
highly scented flowers continuously right through from March 
into the Autumn. Frost tolerant and bred to perform in the cold 
so can be overwintered.  RHS AGM Winner 

55 

 

Philadelphus 
Pearls of 
Perfume 

Hayloft 

The first Philadelphus that will flower on new seasons growth as 
well as last year’s growth to give you flowers from late April to 
August. Starry shaped intensely scented double flowers all along 
its branches from the bottom to top. The flowers are large. 8cm 
across ( twice the size of Philadelphus Snowbelle) and fully 
double with starry shaped petals. A compact columnar plant 
growing 120cm tall 60cm wide also presents a unique shaped 
cultivar. Grow in full sun to part shade in well drained moist soil. 
Regular pruning is not necessary but prune immediately after 
flowering to tidy the plant shape if required. Hardy to minus 20oC 

56 

 

LaBella 
Dahlia 
Maggiore 
Fun 
Pomegranat
e 

Beekenkam
p 

Extraordinary explosion of colour (hard pink with bright yellow) – 
reminiscent of a Pomegranate. Place the plant in full sun. 
Remove spent flowers to encourage new ones and water 2 to 3 
times a week. Very attractive to wildlife such as bees & insects 
and other pollinators. Requires winter protection.  70 cm high. 
Ideal in pots or borders. Long flowering season. Plant in full sun. 

58 

 

Trollius Full 
Moon 

Allensmore 
(breeder 
Syngenta) 

Clumps of attractive palmately lobed, mid green leaves, from 
which tall stems emerge, displaying beautiful large, cup-shaped 
light yellow/cream semi-double blooms. Suitable for wet soil in 
full sun/partial shade. Suitable for tubs or borders. 

59 

 

Dahlia 
Sincerity 
Bronze 
Orange 

Allensmore  
(breeder 
Syngenta) 

Huge amber double flowerheads radiate out from the bronze 
tinted foliage of this bushy and compact Dahlia. Suitaable for 
tubs or borders. 

60 

 

Dahlia 
Sincerity 
Coral Pink 

Allensmore 
(breeder 
Gootjes-
AllPlant BV) 

Big, bold and beautiful; the large double coral pink flowerheads 
stand proud above lushious, mid green foliage. Suitable for tubs 
or borders. 

61 

 

  

 

Ajuga Best 
Buddies 
‘Toffee’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(InnovaPlan
t Gmbh & 
Co KG) 

Robust habit and  a distinctive, vibrant colour makes this low 
growing, hardy perennial a great addition to hardy containers, 
border and rock garden displays. This range works well in 
containers or bedding situations. 

62   
Ajuga Best 
Buddies 
‘Caramel’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(InnovaPlan
t Gmbh & 
Co KG) 

Robust habit and  a distinctive, vibrant colour makes this low 
growing, hardy perennial a great addition to hardy containers, 
border and rock garden displays. This range works well in 
containers or bedding situations. 

63 

 

  

 

Ajuga Best 
Buddies 
‘Lime’  

Kernock 
Plants 
(InnovaPlan
t Gmbh & 
Co KG) 

Robust habit and  a distinctive, vibrant colour makes this low 
growing, hardy perennial a great addition to hardy containers, 
border and rock garden displays. This range works well in 
containers or bedding situations. 



64 

 

Petunia 
Vista™ 
Jazzberry 

Kernock 
Plants 
(Proven 
Winners) 

Vista™ Petunia are simply one of the best garden plants that you 
could wish for. They are large, mounding and spreading plants. 
They simply flower their socks off!... This variety absolutely 
covers its foliage in bright magenta pink flowers right through 
summer. VistaTM are so easy to grow, not fussy in their 
requirements, just plant and watch them grow. Great weather 
tolerance: likes heat and sunshine, but equally doesn’t mind 
cooler summers and rain. What more could you wish for!? Great 
for large containers, baskets and even for landscaping beds and 
borders due to their vigour and inclination to flower. 

65 

 

Caryopteris 
‘First Blue’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(InnovaPlan
t Gmbh & 
Co KG) 

A compact and hardy shrub, with upright stems with serrated 
foliage. Clusters of small, detailed deep blue flowers rise upwards 
during summer months. Can be used either as a feature in a 
border, or a container during its first season before being planted 
out to enjoy for future years. 

66 

 

Euphorbia 
amygdaloid
es 'Xenia'  

Kernock 
Plants 
(InnovaPlan
t Gmbh & 
Co KG) 

Euphorbia ‘Xenia’ is a smaller, bushy, fully hardy plant that 
produces intricate yellow flowers over contrasting dark foliage. 
Very versatile for any garden situation. Smaller than many other 
Euphorbia, so perfect for compact plantings. Will survive winters 
with ease to be enjoyed year after year. 

67 

 Nemesia 
Fairy 
Kisses™ 
‘Cassis’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(InnovaPlan
t Gmbh & 
Co KG) 

Two-tone purple and white flowers with a contrasting yellow eye 
over a mounding habit. Produces abundant scented flowers 
throughout the summer period. Perfect for containers and 
window box displays. Ideal container plant, but will also thrive in 
patio pots and annual window box displays. 

68 

Osteosper
mum 
SummerSm
ile™ 
‘Crème’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(Proven 
Winners) 

Specifically chosen to provide improved blooms from spring 
through summer, six new varieties are available in a wide and 
vivid colour range. Consumers can expect excellent results from 
the range, especially in summer containers or when planted out 
into the garden. A very flexible plant suited to containers, patio 
pots and borders. 

69 

 

Osteosper
mum 
SummerSm
ile™ 
‘Magenta’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(Proven 
Winners) 

Specifically chosen to provide improved blooms from spring 
through summer, six new varieties are available in a wide and 
vivid colour range. Consumers can expect excellent results from 
the range, especially in summer containers or when planted out 
into the garden. A very flexible plant suited to containers, patio 
pots and borders. 

70 

 

Osteosper
mum 
SummerSm
ile™ ‘Soft 
Violet’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(Proven 
Winners) 

Specifically chosen to provide improved blooms from spring 
through summer, six new varieties are available in a wide and 
vivid colour range. Consumers can expect excellent results from 
the range, especially in summer containers or when planted out 
into the garden. A very flexible plant suited to containers, patio 
pots and borders. 

71 

Osteosper
mum 
SummerSm
ile™ 
‘Sunrise’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(Proven 
Winners) 

Specifically chosen to provide improved blooms from spring 
through summer, six new varieties are available in a wide and 
vivid colour range. Consumers can expect excellent results from 
the range, especially in summer containers or when planted out 
into the garden. A very flexible plant suited to containers, patio 
pots and borders. 
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Osteosper
mum 
SummerSm
ile™ 'Yellow 
Punch' 

Kernock 
Plants 
(Proven 
Winners) 

Specifically chosen to provide improved blooms from spring 
through summer, six new varieties are available in a wide and 
vivid colour range. Consumers can expect excellent results from 
the range, especially in summer containers or when planted out 
into the garden. A very flexible plant suited to containers, patio 
pots and borders. 
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Osteosper
mum 
SummerSm
ile™  ‘White’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(Proven 
Winners) 

Specifically chosen to provide improved blooms from spring 
through summer, six new varieties are available in a wide and 
vivid colour range. Consumers can expect excellent results from 
the range, especially in summer containers or when planted out 



into the garden. A very flexible plant suited to containers, patio 
pots and borders. 
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Sedum 
‘Dark 
Canyon’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(InnovaPlan
t Gmbh & 
Co KG) 

A brand-new Sedum with a lovely compact nature, with 
sumptuous dusty almost blue-black succulent foliage. Plentiful 
flower clusters emerge revealing delicate, pink flowers. Its well-
behaved nature allows this variety to excel in pots. With good 
weather resistance and tight habit this Sedum is well suited for 
use in pots or smaller, well drained containers.  
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Sedum 
‘Rocky’ 

Kernock 
Plants 
(InnovaPlan
t Gmbh & 
Co KG) 

A classic cushion-forming, compact partner variety to ‘Dark 
Canyon’. Light rosy-red starflowers with darker centres cover the 
glaucous grey-bronze, fleshy foliage. With good weather 
resistance and tight habit this Sedum is well suited for use in pots 
or smaller, well drained containers.  
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Echeveria 
'Devotion' 

Kernock 
Plants 
(Plantipp 
BV) 

Echeveria ‘Devotion’ is real cracker, pronounced vibrant welvet-
burgundy colour as the plant develops. It has to be seen to be 
believed! Perfect for any patio pot or rockery. It loves the heat of 
summer and will repay with rich luxuriant colour! Colour that 
cannot be appreciated in a picture! Good weather resistance and 
tight habit make this specimen suited for use in pots or smaller 
containers. 
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Hibiscus 
Walberton's
® Lunar™ 
Eclipse 

Farplants 
(Walburton 
Plants) 

‘Walberton’s® Lunar™ Eclipse’ has a much larger flower 
compared to other hardy Hibiscus on the market. The unique 
two-tone deep pink pollinator friendly flowers bloom from July to 
September make an exotic statement. The upright habit means 
‘Walberton’s® Lunar™ Eclipse’ will work equally well in a garden 
border or patio container but will thrive best in a sunny, well-
drained position. ‘Walberton’s® Lunar™ Eclipse’ is hardy and will 
thrive in UK gardens – delivering year-on-year garden 
performance and excellent value for consumers. 
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Hibiscus 
Walberton's
® Lunar™ 
Rhapsody 

Farplants 
(Walburton 
Plants) 

‘Walberton’s® Lunar™ Rhapsody’ has a much larger flower 
compared to other Hibiscus on the market. The unique deep 
magenta flowers which bloom from July to September make an 
exotic statement. The upright habit means ‘Walberton’s® Lunar™ 
Rhapsody’ will work equally well in a garden border or patio 
container but will thrive best in a sunny, well-drained position. 
‘Walberton’s® Lunar™ Rhapsody’ is hardy and will thrive in UK 
gardens – delivering year-on-year garden performance and 
excellent value for consumers. 
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Hibiscus 
Walberton's
® Lunar™ 
Flare 

Farplants 
(Walburton 
Plants) 

‘Walberton’s® Lunar™ Flare’ has a much larger flower compared 
to other Hibiscus on the market. The striking white flowers with 
deep crimson centre will bloom from July to September and 
make an exotic statement. The upright habit means 
‘Walberton’s® Lunar™ Flare’ will work equally well in a garden 
border or patio container but will thrive best in a sunny, well-
drained position. ‘Walberton’s® Lunar™ Flare’ is hardy and will 
thrive in UK gardens – delivering year-on-year garden 
performance and excellent value for consumers. 
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x Petchoa 
hybrida 

Beauticol® 
Red Maple  

Sakata 

An exceptional new colour break in the Beauticol® series. 
Excellent outdoor performance. Intergeneric hybrid with 
compact-medium mounding habit. Large showy flowers till end of 
the Summer. Better mildew resistance than 'normal' Petunia: 
long lasting till end of the Summer. Suitable for cultivation in 
10.5-12 cm pots and mix containers. Highly suitable for patio, 
terrace, balcony and garden beds. Self-cleaning and less sticky 
than other petunias. 
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Erysimum 
Taffeta Gold 

Chris Wiley 
-  Sow 
Succesful 

This highly fragrant, brand new series of double wallflowers beats 
the traditional single wallflowers hands down. Bred in the UK 
from plants now extinct and crossed with modern, early-
flowering hybrids, these flower from February right through to 
late summer. Hardy and very attractive to bees with nectar rich 
flowers! 
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Erysimum 

Taffeta Red 

Chris Wiley 
-  Sow 
Succesful 

This highly fragrant, brand new series of double wallflowers beats 
the traditional single wallflowers hands down. Bred in the UK 
from plants now extinct and crossed with modern, early-
flowering hybrids, these flower from February right through to 
late summer. Hardy and very attractive to bees with nectar rich 
flowers! 
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Erysimum 
Taffeta 
White 

Chris Wiley 
-  Sow 
Succesful 

This highly fragrant, brand new series of double wallflowers beats 
the traditional single wallflowers hands down. Bred in the UK 
from plants now extinct and crossed with modern, early-
flowering hybrids, these flower from February right through to 
late summer. Hardy and very attractive to bees with nectar rich 
flowers! 
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Sempervivu
m Saxon 

W & S 
Lockyer 

The first red, white and pink coloured sempervivum. Not been 
shown elsewhere else, launching at GWL 2023. lt was Bred in 
North Korea and has taken 10 years to bulk up enough plants to 
sell. An easy to grow perennial that need little attention. Does 
well growing in shallow pots, filled with free draing soil. 
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Sweet Pea 
Lilibet 

Somerset 
Sweet Peas 

After 7 years of breeding we are pleased to release ‘Lilibet’. New 
and exclusive to Somerset Sweet Peas, and pays homage by 
taking its name from the childhood nickname of Queen Elizabeth 
II. ‘Lilibet’ is a superb sweet pea with large well ruffled flowers, 
on long stems with deep lilac standards fading to a soft lilac on 
white in the centre, with lilac feathering to the throat. The well 
ruffled wings open soft lilac gradually darkening with age, above 
the white keel. A vigorous grower with a super smooth scent, 
with a hint of Dolly Mixtures on the finish. Ideal for floral 
arrangements, garden decoration, and bouquet’s for high society 
weddings. 
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Lily Arosa 
Marshland 
Flower 
Bulbs  

Lily Arosa is the newest double flowered totally pollen free even 
when grown under stressful conditions. Being white you are 
more aware of no staining on the flowers from the pollen, either 
in the garden or in the vase. This variety also makes a stunning 
patio plant.   
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Lily Best 
Regards 

Marshland 
Flower 
Bulbs  

Is the best for the home, this variety has been bred to be totally 
pollen free for the  commercial cut flower market. The plant 
produces stamens  and a stigma but no pollen. No Pollen; No 
Staining; No Mess. It is perfectly suited for the home gardener to 
grow in the boarder. With no pollen being produced obviously no 
staining of the blooms will take place during rain or wind. Over 
the years bulbs will naturally multiply to create a stunning focal 
feature. No staking is required as the strong stems are self 
supporting.  
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Weigela 
Camouflage 

  

A stunning new Weigela launched at Chelsea Plant of Year 
2023, ‘Camouflage’ is the first to pair deep red flowers with 
variegated green/purple foliage. Generous clusters of trumpet-
like, ruby-red flowers are set against foliage splashed bright 
green with purple-bronze margins. 
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  Hydrangea 
serrata 

Euphoria 
Pink 

  

The first Hydrangea to match vivid flowers with vivid foliage 
colour, Hydrangea ‘Euphoria Pink’ is the result of dedicated work 
by specialist Japanese breeders that is now available to UK 
gardeners. The tricolour foliage is exceptional – splashes of 
silvery green surrounded by a bold white margin and flushed with 
pink tints in spring. 
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Vriesea 
Chocolate 

Girl 

Don 
Billington 

Bred by Deroose Plants Belgium, never been displayed before. 
Plants hopefully will be available later this year. One of several 
new Vrieseas that will be on my stand and shown for the first 
time. All newly name by me. Name based on Don Billington's 
musical preference's! Keep soil in pot very very dry and only 
water through the top always making sure there is water in the 
cups of the leaves. 
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Lobelia 
Techno® 
Blue Ears 

Syngenta 
Flowers 

It's perfect mounding habit, combined with the early and all over 
the plant flowers, makes this a Lobelia for the future. It can be 
used for baskets as well as pots. Compact doming habit. 
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Pelargonium 
Mojo Pink 

Ice 

Syngenta 
Flowers 

Dark foliage contrasts beautifully with the striking vivid pink 
flowers. The plant grows well making plenty of side dhoots, 
producing an abundance of flowers. Remove fowers as they go 
over to encourgae long flowering period right into autumn. 
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Petunia 
hybrida 
Dekko 

Pinwheel 
Purple 

Syngenta 
Flowers 

It's exceptional garden performance sets this striking Petunia 
apart from the crowd. A unique colour which is perfect fo adding 
the "wow" to mixed combinations and baskets. Minimal dead 
heading required. 
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Petunia 
hybrida 

Shortcake 
Raspberry 

Syngenta 
Flowers 

Something to sweeten up your garden! The eclipse shapes works 
well in small pots and combinations but will size up for 
impressive displays in the garden. Very little dead heading 
required 
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Petunia 
hybrida Itsy 
Light Pink 

Syngenta 
Flowers 

Itsy has an abundance of tiny blooms which form a blanket of 
colour providing undeniable garden appeal. Very little dead 
heading required.  
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Echinacea 
Pink 
Shimmer 

Burpee 

A dazzling, upright, clump-forming perennial with roughly-hairy 
foliage and long-flowering, rose-pink blooms up to 12 cm (6”) 
with a prominent golden cone. 'Pink Shimmer' has a free 
flowering, compact but branching habit and blooms consistently 
throughout the summer, attracting pollinating insects to the 
garden. Like all Echinacea, the daisy-like flowers are useful for 
cutting and can be used either fresh or dried from positions in 
cottage garden borders, wildlife areas and coastal planting 
schemes. 

 


